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MEMS pace picking up
Two market research companies are forcast-
ing MEMS market growth. Strategic
Analytics reports on the ‘Automotive Tire
Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS) Market
Analysis.’ Speaking at Semiconductor 2005
in Edinburgh in July, Jean-Christophe Eloy
looked at the wider market of MEMS into
which new sensors are beginning to build up
manufacturing volumes.
Strategy Analytics reveals growing opportunities
for the safety feature market, in its latest report,
‘Automotive Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems
(TPMS) Market Analysis’ which will lead to
greater sensor and semiconductor demand.TPMS
will boost demand for silicon sensors and RF ICs,
from both niche and major sensor players.
TPMS monitor the air pressure in order to warn
drivers of either under or over inflation. Stress
from improper tire pressure can lead to tire
blowouts, and serious, or even fatal, automotive
accidents.As a niche product this has been avail-
able for some time.
But following the experience of Ford Motor
Company and Bridgestone, US Congress enacted
the Transportation Recall, Enhancement,
Accountability, and Documentation (TREAD) Act
in 2002 in response to the many deaths and
injuries attributable to tread separation on Ford
Explorers equipped with certain Firestone tires.
Beginning in October, and over the next two
years, the TREAD Act will require a monitoring
system for all US passenger vehicles and light
trucks sold in the United States, which will indi-
cate up to a 25% pressure variation from ideal
measures as specified by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration.
This US regulation is influencing other regions,
creating further demand opportunities for safety
systems around the world including Canada,
Japan and Europe.
“TPMS will become the fastest growing automo-
tive electronic system with volume over the next
few years,” says Simon Schofield, senior analyst
with the Strategy Analytics Automotive
Electronics Practice.“The next challenge is to
perfect a battery-less design in order to reduce
costs and avoid recycling issues including heavy
metals directives.”
Talking at Semiconductor 2005 in Edinburgh in
July, Jean-Christophe Eloy of YOLE talked on the
status of the MEMS industry where his expertise
is spelt out in his board membership of the
International MEMS Steering Committee of Semi
(in charge of industry statistics world wide).
Wafer indicators
“Silicon is the big part of the MEMS business,” he
notes,“However, thick SOI is growing for the
manufacturing of sensors (especially accelero-
meters and gyros), with roughly a consumption
of 80 000 6’’ wafers in 2005, going to more than
200 000 in 2009, due to the growth of inertial
sensors and RF MEMS devices. MEMS using sili-
con carbide, is only a small part, and is mainly
used for R&D at the moment.”
Presenting an overview of the industry he chose
(Figure 1) the pressure sensor as a typical MEMS
item and noted that both the accelerometer and
gyroscope MEMS inertial markets would reach
around around $480m by 2008 for accelerome-
ters and some $300m for gyroscopes, resulting
from strong development in the Electronic
Stability Program for automotive applications.
There was, he noted, a strong need for two and
three axis accelerometers, mainly for consumer
applications, and strong growth in the industrial
sector with security and defence needs for
accelerometers.
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Figure 1: The 2003-2007 MEMS market in $ millions
SMI (US) pressure sensor
A few things were important for MEMS devices
to address in the consumer markets. These
included standard packages (not ceramic) with a
maximum size of 1.2x5x5mm (and a small sili-
con die of less than 2x2mm.The price for a
three-axis sensor should be between $1.5-2 
maximum and there had to be digital output.
MEMS ripe for growth
The four main reasons why the MEMS market
was starting to grow was an increase in device
performance; the addition of new functions with
in situ measurement; the possibility of decreasing
price with volume manufacturing and increased
integration of devices.
Eloy has identified seven different business mod-
els for some 460 MEMS companies.These are
component manufacturers (contract, such as
Memscap and Colibrys; foundries, such as Dalsa
and Neostones; and off-the-shelf, such as from
Freescale and STM).The design companies can
be engineering and design as in Lionix; or fabless
as Akustica and Discera. Finally, system manufac-
turers can offer an integrated fab as HP,
Honeywell and Bosch, or an external MEMS fab
with internal R&D as in BMX.
Showing the top 30 manufacturers in 2004, the
top six were Texas Instruments with $900m rev-
enues in 2004, that had risen significantly from
$550 in 2003; Hewlett Packard with $683m was
slightly up on 2003’s figure of $650m; Robert
Bosch made 3rd place at $270m (up on $210m
in 2003), Seiko Epson was at $192m ($183m),
Lexmark $179 ($170m), and BEI Technology at
$171m ($119m).
“And,” Eloy added,“several companies are working
as subcontractor for the leaders as in STM manu-
facturing for HP in Singapore;TI the key supplier
for devices to Lexmark; Freescale subcontracting
all its production to Tohoku Semiconductor
(acceleration sensor) and Dalsa Semiconductor
(pressure sensor). There is no data available on
the sales between these companies.”
While applications are growing, some of the
issues raised were how to have cost-effective
package for such devices? And while device 
manufacturers have the ability to decrease the
specification to reach the price target, compared
to the automotive business, the price for the
specification remains a challenge.
Predicting a $7bn market in 2007 (Figure 2) Eloy
focused on MEMS markets for the mobile phone,
where the camera is proving to be an essential
accessory, but a host of other features, from enter-
tainment, sport, location-based services, to video
and multi-gaming facilities are also on offer.The
critical element is “having the right feature on the
platform at the right time.” Noting that cutting
costs was a key issue for the handset manufactur-
er,Yole showed how the average handset price of
2G/2.5G had fallen from just under $100 in 2000
to slightly over $40 in 2005. But for 3G, the aver-
age manufacturing cost is over $140, and has to
be reduced to under $80 by 2008.
For the rest of 2005,Yole cheerfully queried the
possibility of new mergers and acquisitions; five
to seven bankruptcies and, perhaps, even real
development in consumer applications.
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Figure 2: The 2004-2008 MEMS market for mobile phones
FBAR: Thin Film Bulk Acoustic Wave Resonator.
Jean-Christophe Eloy created YOLE Development
in 1998 focused on market research & strategy
consulting in the MEMS and compound semi-
conductor fields. Formerly he created the semi-
conductor practice at Ernst & Young, having
spent six years in the marketing department at
LETI (France).The consultancy works on analysis
of devices markets, including analysis of the
development of the markets and applications of
capital equipment and materials for develop-
ment and manufacture of devices. Eloy is 
a member of the board of the International
MEMS Steering Committee of Semi (in charge of
the industry statistics) and a member of the
board of several companies in Europe and USA.
